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Front cover – Antennas at 9M6NA

(Photo JE1JKL)

Saty – JE1JKL makes frequent appearances from his contest station that is installed at
the QTH of Mohammed – 9M6MO on Labuan Island (OC-133) The tower is a Creative
Design KT20R (20m self-supporting) and antennas include the Creative AFA40 40m 2-el
@23m; Creative 318C Tribander @20m; 6m 6-el yagi @22m; 40/20/15/10 rotary dipole
@14m. On the receiving side is the Array Solutions SAL-30 Shared Apex Loop Array.
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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
Are conditions on the bands really as bad as
some might suggest? Published propagation
forecasts and comparative silence across the HF
segments certainly do little to encourage spending
too much time in front of the rig.
But looking back across the past month or so,
the more dedicated of our number do seem to find
quite a bit of interest. There has been DXpedition
activity from 1A0C and CY9C. There have been
openings to the Pacific, especially in the mornings, with regulars such as KH7XS and
V73NS appearing. Many have found interesting late evening openings on 10m.
This issue’s contribution from The Old Timer is as relevant today as when it was
written some sunspot cycles in the past. He makes the point that, no matter how
things seem on the surface, there is always something of interest to be found on the
bands and a CQ on a seemingly dead band is always worthwhile.
These days, a check on the FT8 frequencies will often reveal that the “dead band”
is nothing of the sort. The JT modes continue to enjoy what seems to be an
unstoppable growth in popularity. DXpeditions are reporting in excess of 50% of their
contacts being made using FT*. Contests are being organised using these modes with
RSGB leading the field with a FT4 event taking place as this Digest goes to press. And,
reflecting the challenges raised, the ARRL announces rulings that require a “human
operator” to be at each end of any QSOs associated with their contests or awards
programs. How this is to be policed remains to be seen!
As the long hot summer here in South-west France begins to turn to cooler
autumn weather, it’s time to check out the LF antennas and look forward to the
coming season of contesting and DXing. There will be the usual crop of expeditions
for the CQWW events in October and November. These are usually very active during
the week beforehand and can provide lots of band/mode slots especially on the LF
bands.
On the travel front, October will see major DXpeditions to ZK3, T30 and VP6 – all
something of a challenge for Western Europe. Further afield, GM3WOJ and GM4YXI
will be on Cocos-Keeling as VK9CZ for two weeks in November covering the CQWW
CW weekend. In addition, the DXpedition calendar shows a full list of activations
during the coming months – so there should be plenty on the bands to keep us
interested.
On the social side, CDXC will be in attendance at a number of rallies and, of
course, planning is in hand for a repeat of the very successful AGM, Convention and
Dinner at Loughborough next May. Full details in future Digests.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
I hope everyone enjoyed the summer (or winter for our
‘down-under’ members). There wasn’t much DX about though
was there? A few IOTAs popped up on the bands but that was
about it. 10m had some sporadic-E activity in July and August
and the CDXC Reflector posts had me up in the shack at rather
unlikely hours for 10m QSOs.
Since my last column, I’ve operated VHF Field Day with the
Windmill Contest Group and did a casual QRP entry in the
IOTA contest. Otherwise, apart from some 6m activity, which included some new
Caribbean ones on CW and FT8, and the aforementioned 10m activity, I’ve been
working on a major shack tidy and some long-overdue construction/repair projects.
We had high winds down here on the Sussex Coast in mid-August and a large branch
fell from the oak tree that supports my 80m/40m dipole. Naturally as it fell it wiped
out said antenna! Fortunately the halyard remained intact but it was rather irritating
as I had rebuilt the antenna for the IOTA contest a couple of weeks previously. The
great thing about home-brew wire antennas is they are cheap to build and cheap to
repair.
Returning to the dearth of DX around, that’s all about to change as a flurry of
DXpeditions will be starting by the time you read this. On members’ behalf CDXC has
provided sponsorship to K7TRI (NA-211), A35JT, T30L / C21W, D68CCC, T30GC, VK9N,
VP6UNK, VU7RI and ZK3A all on-air during September and October. Time to make
sure the antenna(s) and station are all functioning and to check those propagation
paths.
You will see elsewhere that your Committee has wasted no time in securing a
date for the CDXC DX Convention 2020. It will be held on Saturday 2nd May at the Link
Hotel Loughborough (same venue as this year). You will recall that those who
attended our inaugural event rated it highly and we plan to build on the success and
remedy the few niggles. More details will be published in forthcoming Digests and on
our website - including a partners’ programme. Be sure to put the date in your diaries
now.
I wanted to update members on the battle to gain a discount on the software
package that we use for the CDXC Membership Information System (CMIS). The
software, from a company called Wild Apricot, provides full membership database
functions, renewals tracking, reminders, event management and web pages all
integrated into one package. It does everything we want and significantly reduces the
workload of your volunteer Committee. We have been using it for the past decade
and GMDX and FOC have followed our lead and also use it for their membership
management. So what’s the problem? Well, the price has more than doubled in the
time we have been using it. Some of this is the pound/dollar exchange rate but most
of it is Wild Apricot’s recent price hikes.
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We are fortunate that Martin Lynch & Sons, Yaesu and Practical Wireless pay for
banner advertising which offsets the cost but we have chosen not to increase the
banner charge since 2009. Even so, the excessive price ramps in recent years are a
worry to us and the cost of CMIS is now approaching a net £1 of every member’s
subscription. I have liaised with GMDX and FOC who feel similarly about the cost but
like us cannot find a suitable alternative at a lower price. After discussions, Gavin,
GM0GAV who manages the GMDX Wild Apricot liaison approached the provider on
behalf of CDXC, GMDX & FOC to seek a discount. After two weeks of back and forth
Wild Apricot concluded that they would not give us more than the already offered
discounts (10% for paying a year in advance – which we have always done - and an
extra 5% if we pay two years in advance). Reluctantly we have to accept that but will
continue to search for alternatives.
Along with the DX that’s coming up, we have the Newark Show and the RSGB
Convention; CDXC will have a stand at both of these so please do come along for a
chat and bring along anyone you think would benefit from joining our great Club. And
finally, good luck if some of the September/October DXpeditions are All Time New
Ones.
73 & Good DX
Chris
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MINUTES OF 2019 CDXC AGM
HELD 11TH MAY 2019 AT 11:00,THE LINK HOTEL, ASHBY ROAD, LOUGHBOROUGH, LE11 4EX.
Members present (47): EA5KY, GM4FDM, G0UWS, G2NF, G3LAS, G3PSM, G3RWF, G3SJJ,
G3SQX, G3SVD, G3SVL, G3SZG, G3TTC, G3UEG, G3USR, G3VGZ, G3VPW, G3WGN, G3WGV, G3XTT,
G3YBY, G3YJQ, G3YUZ, G3YYD, G3ZQH, G4AFJ, G4CGG, G4DCI, G4FZN, G4HCC, G4HEE, G4IUF,
G4LDL, G4LWB, G4PFF, G4RRM, G4TSH, G4VWI, G4XEE, G6GLP, G8GNI, G8HQW, G8OO, G8VR,
M0BCT, M0NKR, M0VSE.
There were several non-members also in attendance who were not eligible to vote.

Welcome
Chris, G3SVL, CDXC Chairman welcomed everyone to this, our first time at The Link Hotel and
the new event format.
Apologies for absence (32) were received from: F5VHY, G0HDB, G0PHY, G3BJ, G3KMA,
G3MCX, G3MHV, G3NKC, G3PQA, G3RKF, G3TXF, G3UML, G3UNA, G3VDB, G3VYI, G3WKL, G3YXX,
G4DYC, G4HNF, G4MFX, G4WHV, G4YBU, G8AJM, GM3OFT, GM4ZNC, GU0SUP, M0AFJ, M0AUG,
M0URX, M0VAA, MW0IDX, PA3FQA, PJ4DX.

Previous AGM Minutes
The minutes of the previous AGM held on 22nd July 2018 at Peppard War Memorial Hall were
received and proposed as a true record.
Acceptance was proposed by Andy, M0NKR, seconded by Mike, G4PFF and accepted
unanimously.

Matters arising
There were no matters arising.

Chairman’s Report
Chairman, Chris Duckling, G3SVL started by saying that the Club was in rude health.
Membership numbers are stable around 750 – 800, which probably makes us the biggest DX
membership organisation in Europe. Finances remain good and the Digest seems to get better and
better. Chris praised the work of our editor Dennis, F5VHY but remarked that more articles were
always welcome. Chris suggested equipment and software user reviews would be welcomed.
During the year, the Committee had worked to improve member communications, which
included starting a CDXC Facebook account – with now just over 200 subscribers. The CDXC
Reflector continues to be a vibrant place for DX discussion and close to 70% of our members
subscribe to the Reflector.
Chris thanked the Committee for their hard work and particularly thanked Mark, G4AXX who
stood down during the year due to pressure of work. Mark had given sterling service over the years
including being a Digest reviewer and a Reflector moderator. Chris, G4FZN had been co-opted to
the Committee during the year and would be standing for election later in the AGM.
The Chairman raised two concerns: the first being the need for ‘new blood’ on the Committee –
in particular the secretary who had completed nine years in that role and Chris himself who has
been on the Committee for 12 years, two as secretary and the past 10 as Chairman. The second
concern was the polarising effect that machine generated modes, especially FT8, are having on the
DXing community.
Chris concluded by repeating his opening remark that the Club is in a good state.

Secretary’s Report
Secretary, Tony G4LDL commented that as in previous years the majority of the Committee’s
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work was conducted via e-mail and regular SKYPE meetings.
Membership numbers remained fairly stable at 772 as at 31st March 2019 (current 774). There
were 20 resignations during the year some seven of whom were long time members. The main
reasons were health issues, lack of activity or change of hobby.
Our successful attendance at Friedrichshafen produced some new members to help offset this
loss.
Sadly there were four SKs during the year: John, G3BDQ; Derek, G4SQZ; Bruce, G0PCF and
Michael, M0SMJ. CDXC had passed condolences to their families.
Wild Apricot, the membership database and webpages software that we use, is increasing in
price annually and we are actively seeking an alternative but so far, to no avail. Members were
asked to let us know if they are aware of any suitable programmes that we could use.

Treasurer’s Report
The Treasurer, Andrew, G8GNI presented the Accounts for the period 1st April 2018 to 31st
March 2019 which are shown in Appendix 1 to these minutes. The accounts have been audited by
the Club Auditor Owen William, G0PHY and approved by the Committee.
The accounts for the year show an excess of Income over Expenditure of £1,253. The main
changes in income and expenditure over the previous year are as follows:
Income




Subscription income is down by £1198 (-7.8%), largely due to the lower level of subscription
renewals taking place last year;
Advertising revenue is up £719 (34.9%), as we have gained two new advertisers;
Summer Social income is down by £250 (18.2%), due to overall numbers being down. The
event did however make a contribution of £675 after expenses to CDXC funds.

Expenditure







Digest costs were lower this year by £303 (-2.7%) due mainly to reduced membership
numbers and members opting to take only the eDigest;
DXpedition sponsorship is £1,300 less than the previous year (-39.4%), partly because there
were fewer DXpeditions meeting CDXC’s sponsorship criteria. Expenditure was further
reduced by a partial refund of £1093 from the Bouvet DXpedition and a further CDXCsponsored DXpedition that did not take place;
Trophy costs were 71.9% higher this year because sponsorship is no longer available;
The marketing costs of £383 reflect CDXC’s presence at Friedrichshafen;
CMIS – Wild Apricot costs are £303 higher (+26.3%) as the reduced fee we enjoyed in
previous years has now come to an end and there are now scheduled annual fee increases.

Balance Sheet items



The reserve for subscriptions paid in advance has been reduced by £250 to reflect the
reduced number of memberships pre-paid at 31st March 2019;
Accumulated Net Current Assets carried forward of £19,941 indicate a continuing healthy
position and a continued sufficiency of working capital to meet the day-to-day needs of
CDXC.

Subscriptions
Given the overall financial position the Committee recommend that subscriptions should
remain at current levels for 2019/2020. These being: UK members - £18; Overseas members taking
only the eDigest - £18; and Overseas members taking a paper Digest - £24
The Treasurer concluded by saying that it would help considerably if members would consider
renewing their membership subscriptions before the membership year ends and not leave renewal
until the 1st July. Why not do it now? And then bask in the knowledge that you will receive the
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Digest / eDigest and all of the other Club benefits for another year.
There were no questions from the floor and acceptance of the accounts as presented was
proposed by G3UEG, seconded by G4XEE and approved unanimously.

Election of New Committee
At this point the entire Committee retired as is required by the Constitution and Nick, G3RWF
took the Chair.
The nominations for the new Committee were:
President
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Digest Editor
Member
Member
Member

Don Field
Chris Duckling
Tony Bettley
Andrew Thomas
Dennis Andrews
Ian McCarthy
Chris Kirby
Vacant

G3XTT
G3SVL
G4LDL
G8GNI
F5VHY
G3YBY
G4FZN

Nick, G3RWF asked if there were any other nominations for The Committee. There being none,
the proposed Committee were elected unanimously.

Election of Auditor
Owen Williams, G0PHY is prepared to continue as Auditor and the Committee have accepted
that offer.

Other Roles
The Chairman, Chris, G3SVL, noted that there were other roles filled by members who were not
on The Committee notably:




Reflector Moderator: Dave, G3YMC
Facebook Moderators: Chris, G4FZN; Tim, M0AFJ & Ian, G3YBY
Awards Management: Bob, MD0CCE and Andrew, G8GNI. The role consists of two main
parts (i) checks to ensure claims fulfil the criteria, which Bob, MD0CCE continues to do but
wishes to hand over to someone else and (ii) Trophy management, which Andrew, G8GNI
has kindly agreed to take over.

Any other business
Dave, G3UEG, asked if there were many DXpedition requests that we rejected.
The Chairman replied that there were very few but quoted a recent example were someone
became a member seemingly in order to obtain funding but his DXpedition did not meet the
sponsorship criteria and was thus was not successful.
There being no other business, the meeting closed at 11.31.

Post AGM Discussions.
Chris, G3SVL used the occasion to solicit views on topics which have recently been discussed by
Committee:

Constitution
The current requirement for membership requires sponsorship by two members and evidence
of having worked >100 DXCC. Is this necessary? Current practice is that Committee reviews
membership requests as they now largely arrive from our on-line form. Nick, G3RWF, asked if we
had ever refused anyone membership. Secretary, Tony G4LDL, replied that there had been one or
two applications that had required further investigations but these had all proved satisfactory.
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Officers – terms of office. Many constitutions specify fixed terms of office but ours does not.
Should this be changed to fixed terms? Discussion showed no firm opinions either way.

Trophies
The current cost of engraving trophies is acceptable but for the trophies themselves the rules
say that the winner pays the postage if they want the trophy. Should this be changed so that we do
not actually send the trophy but retain it?
After some discussion the slight majority was for the Club to retain the trophies.
With regard to a MGM trophy it was noted that we had modified our criteria and agreed that
we must embrace this change in the sphere of DXing.

Friedrichshafen
Whilst CDXC would not be having a stand in 2019 we are exploring the suggested DXPlaza with
a view to attending in 2020. Any decision would be contingent on ensuring we had a sufficient core
of people available to man the stand for the full duration of the show.

Membership Database/Wild Apricot
It was noted that Wild Apricot (WA) has been taken over and seems to be becoming more
“commercial” and as a result charges are increasing. Gordon, G3USR, noted that other UK
organisations such as GMDX and FOC also used WA so perhaps we should combine forces and
request reduced charges either for UK Groups or for strictly non-profit organisations.
Tony, G6GLP, said that if we gave him a list of functions required for such a database, he would
investigate further. Tony, G4LDL, pointed out that this had been investigated a while ago but
nothing was found that covered all of our requirements at a sensible cost.

Presentation of Trophies
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APPENDIX 1
Income & Expenditure for the Year Ended 31st March 2019
2019
2018
Income
Note
Members Subscriptions
1
14,150 15,348
Advertising
2,778 2,059
Annual Dinner Income
0
1,186
AGM & Summer Social
1,120 1,370
Donations Received
760
1,672
Equipment sales
0
1,930
WRTC Member donations
0
470
Interest Received
141
73
Misc Other Net Income
0
28
Total Income
18,950 24,136
Expenditure
Digest Print and Distribution
DXpedition Sponsorship
Annual Dinner Costs
AGM Costs
Summer Social Costs
Trophies & Awards
CMIS - Wild Apricot Costs
Marketing & Membership
Misc Expenses
RSGB Affiliation
Total Expenditure

2

Net Surplus / (Deficit) for the year
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10,803
3,610
0
100
445
877
1,403
383
29
47
17,697

11,106
5,960
1,194
138
900
510
1,111
0
304
47
21,271

1,253

2,865

Accumulated Surplus brought forward

18,688 15,823

Accumulated Surplus carried forward

19,941 18,688

Balance Sheet as at 31st March 2019
2019
Current Assets
Note
3
Cash at Bank & PayPal
25,661
Amounts Prepaid &
Receivable
1,039
Total Current Assets 26,700
Less:

2018

29,458
100
29,558

Current Liabilities - Creditors, Provisions &
Reserves
Subscriptions Paid in
Advance
3,650
3,900
DXpedition Sponsorship
300
5,050
Other Creditors
4
2,808
1,920
6,758
10,870
Net current assets
Representing Reserves
Income & Expenditure
account

19,941

18,688

19,941

18,688

Notes to the Accounts
1. 2018/19 subscription income has been appraised by a review of subscriptions pre-paid beyond
31st March, 2019 as the membership year ends on 30th June.
2. DXpedition sponsorship is charged in the accounts of the year in which sponsorship is pledged.
Pledges which remain unpaid at the year-end are recognised by provisions carried forward.
3. CDXC does not capitalise assets held such as loan equipment but writes them off when incurred.
Therefore, there is no need for Fixed Assets or Annual Depreciation to be recognised in the
Accounts.
4. Other Creditors at 31st March 2018 include £ 670 which was donated to CDXC in 2014/15. This
amount will be utilised from time to time to satisfy DXpedition Sponsorship requests which
match special conditions stipulated by the donor which relate to upload of logs to LoTW and
other QSO confirmation related criteria.
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NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Callsign
2E0ZDX
EI5DI **
G1VDP **
G5YL
K6BV
KM8AM

Name
Phil Jones
Paul O’Kane
Chris Colclough
Krystyma Haywood
Tony Dowler
Ken Moak Sr

QTH
Lancaster
Dublin
Nuneaton
Sheffield
Pacifica, CA
Urban, OH

** Rejoining

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC member
Mike Law, G6OKU
Our thoughts are with the family and loved ones

CDXC COMMITTEE MEETING 15TH JULY 2019
The Committee held a meeting via SKYPE – all members were present.
Future events
We discussed arrangements for CDXC representation at a number of forthcoming
events:
Newark National Hamfest, 27/28 September http://www.nationalhamfest.org.uk/
RSGB Convention, Milton Keynes, 12/13 October - https://rsgb.org/main/aboutus/rsgb-convention/
NARSA Blackpool Rally, 26 April 2020 - http://narsa.org.uk/
2020 CDXC Convention and AGM, Loughborough, 2 May – www.cdxc.org.uk
HAM Radio Friedrichshafen, 26/28 June 2020 – https://www.hamradiofriedrichshafen.com/ We provisionally agreed that our stand would form part of the
DX Plaza.
Other items
Finance Our treasurer, Andrew – G8GNI reported that income and expenditure
for the present financial year continued in line with forecasts.
CDXC Digest We remained very satisfied with the quality of product from the
printers. There has been an issue of a small number of envelopes damaged in the
post and more feedback is being sought.
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Awards Disappointment was expressed that there has been no response to
efforts to find a new Awards Manager.
RSGB Spectrum Forum Representative A couple of our members who are already
involved with this group have been approached and we will be represented at the
next meeting in London on 30th November.
RSGB Special Interest Groups We have requested RSGB to include CDXC on this
Group.
DXpedition sponsorship Recent donations include:
Callsign
R26RRC
R205NEW
T30/C21
D68CCC
VK9N
T30GC
ZK3A

Location
AS-204
AS-205
W. Kiribati & Nauru
Comoros
Norfolk Island
W. Kiribati
Tokelau

When
Jun-19
Jun-19
Sep-19
Oct-19
Oct-19
Oct-19
Oct-19

Amount
£150
£250
£500
£150
£300
£300
£600

The next meeting is scheduled for 23rd September 2019 – the Committee
welcomes agenda topics from members.

CDXC FACEBOOK AND REFLECTOR DATA
COMPILED BY CDXC’S FACEBOOK AND REFLECTOR MODERATORS*
Introduction
The CDXC Reflector was started in July 2006 and by 31st July 2019 there had been
94,367 posts. That’s an average of 19.8 posts per day. There are currently 513
members subscribed to the Reflector, a number that has stayed fairly constant over
the past decade.
In December 2018 following various requests and suggestions from members we
set up the CDXC Facebook page. As per the Reflector, it is a closed group with
subscription limited to CDXC current members (we crosscheck all of our databases
each November to ensure they contain only paid-up members). There are currently
232 members subscribed to CDXC’s Facebook.
In the consultation discussions prior to setting up the Facebook page the
Committee were challenged to assess the impact of such an action on the Reflector.
The concern came from a member who did not want a Facebook presence and
feared, not unreasonably, that he would lose out if significant amounts of traffic
moved away from the Reflector. The Committee agreed to undertake a review for
the seven months to July 31st 2019 and to report back. What follows are the results
of our findings.
Reflector postings versus Facebook
For the Reflector we collect total posts i.e. irrespective of whether they are part
of a thread or not. This is because all posts contain content. For Facebook we can
13

collect posts, comments and reactions. Reactions contain no content they are just a
reaction e.g. ‘like’. The results are shown below.
600
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Jul

CDXC Reflector posts per month from January 2019 – July 2019 incl.

CDXC Facebook statistics per month from January 2019 – July 2019 incl.
The graphs above show that both platforms are popular and Facebook has got off
to a good start. But to answer the question as presented it is necessary to compare
the same January to July period since we’ve had Facebook to the previous year when
we didn’t. That shows that Reflector posts in 2019 were down almost one third
relative to 2018 – but that doesn’t show the full picture. The graph below paints the
picture over 12 years and shows that Reflector postings had also declined the year
before.
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CDXC Reflector total posts January – July incl. by year
During 2015 and 2016 the Reflector went through a bad patch – the members
responsible for whipping up ‘reactions’ to controversial posts eventually left the
Reflector, and in some cases, the Club. But the more astute of you may also notice
the emergence of an 11-year cycle! This probably expalins more than anything the
current reduction in posting – there are fewer DXpeditions and/or operating
techniques to talk about.
Content rather than numbers
It is difficult to assess to any degree of precision whether Reflector content has
deserted to Facebook or not but the opinion of the Moderators is that it has not.
Facebook tends to concentrate on pictures and personal activations whereas the
Reflector is still the place to post general enquiries. The Committee posts to both
(and the CDXC Twitter account) when it makes announcements.
Some commentators feel Facebook is a ‘friendlier’ place where there is less
crtiticism of posts. This may simply be to do with controversial discussions (e.g. QSO
automation and poor DXpedition operating) not appearing on Facebook. We’ll keep
an eye on that over the coming months.
Conclusions
It seems Facebook has added to rather than depleted members’ means of
communicating and appears not to have affected the Reflector’s volume or topic
reach. We suggest we might provide an annual review of our Facebook presence for
the March 2020 Digest. The authors would appreciate any observations on the
above.
Reflector Moderators: G3SVL, G3YMC
Facebook Moderators: G3YBY, G4FZN, M0AFJ
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AROUND THE BANDS
DON FIELD G3XTT
I need to start with an admission – I’m struggling
somewhat this time round. The bands have been disappointing
over the summer and Janet and I have been heavily
preoccupied with our house move.
Yes, the bands are usually pretty dismal over the summer
but a recent report mentioned that there had been 146
spotless days in 2019 (63%). There were 208 spotless days
(57%) in 2018. There were 268 spotless days through solar
minimum in December 2008 and 260 spotless days in 2009.
http://www.sidc.be/silso/spotless
For me, dealing with our first house move in 34+ years, this has hardly been a
concern. We’ve had more than enough on our plate getting everything sorted and
packed at the old house and sorted and unpacked at the new one. As I write this, I
am surrounded with boxes of flat-pack furniture that I need to get on with building.
All in all we’ve been fortunate with the move to Somerset (Henton, near Wells),
given the parlous state of the housing market right now. What’s more, our son and
daughter-in-law (plus two grandchildren) moved two weeks before us to a location
less than 15 minutes away and with lots of prospects for antennas. Ed is, of course,
licensed as 2E0WWF and promises to work on upgrading once their own settling-in
period is complete.
Forthcoming DXpeditions
Certainly, in one way or another, I need to get back on the bands in time for some
of the autumn DXpeditions, especially C21, which has been a recurrent got-away for
me on some key bands - for example, it’s one of my more obvious gaps on 40m. That
particular team will activate T30 and C21. Then there is ZK3 scheduled for October (a
large and experienced team) along with another T30 operation, this time by LZ1GC.
Also kicking off in October we have VP6R (Pitcairn), VU7RI and D68CCC as well as
various calls from Norfolk Island (VK9N).
And, of course, late October and late November we will have the usual slew of
small DXpeditions for the two legs of CQWW, usually with activity before and/or after
on other bands and modes. I will join Alan G3XAQ for a return trip to the Gambia,
starting around mid-November, our flights are yet to be booked, and covering
CQWW CW - I plan single-band 40m.
I won’t go into any further detail on any of the above – you can find it on the DX
World website, 425 DX News, the Daily DX and other resources and, of course,
several of these teams have their own websites up and running.
WSJT, DXCC and DXpeditions
An upcoming DXpedition to ZK3, presumably the one mentioned above, had
advertised the fact that alongside the more traditional modes, it would be running
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FT8 in fully automatic mode using the SV5DKL software - Stathis has made no secret
of what he has been doing by way of automating FT8. This seems to have been the
trigger for a new ruling from ARRL that WSJT QSOs (FT4, FT8, etc) will only count for
DXCC if there is at least a minimum of human intervention at both ends. But how do
you prove this and where do you draw the line? There is a video doing the rounds of
a single-op running three PCs (on three bands) on FT8 and running between them,
clicking to start new QSOs. Perfectly feasible and, of course, even old-fashioned RTTY
has lent itself in recent years to serious SO2R operation, running two or even three
bands simultaneously in contests, given that much of the work is handled by the
software.
The issue has already spurred some significant discussions on the CDXC reflector
and, I’m sure, will run and run. Could we see someone go to a rare spot and run a
major digi-modes expedition single-handed, being there simply to make sure WSJT
didn’t crash at any of the ‘operating’ positions? It reminds me of when my old
employer BT moved to fully electronic exchanges – the joke was that all that was now
needed on each site was a man and a dog. The man to feed the dog and the dog to
keep the man away from the equipment!
A one-man DXpedition is certainly feasible, in conceptual terms at least, but
there’s plenty of other effort involved, from planning, getting operating permissions
and, once on site, setting up the stations and antennas and so on. So why is it so
crucial to the effort that, once QRV, there is a human clicking a mouse occasionally?
I had, incidentally, decided that I would give WSJT a miss in this instalment but
this latest development is one I couldn’t really ignore! As they say, your mileage may
vary …
Inter-Station Interference
While not directly affecting our home stations for the most part (unless you are
running FT4/FT8 simultaneously on several bands, see above!), contest stations and
DXpeditions typically have to wrestle with problems of inter-station interference. So,
this one might be of interest if you haven’t seen it already:
Jim, K9YC, has shared his 89-slide presentation from the Northern California
Contest Club's Contest Academy on inter-station interference: "It's intended as an
overview, attempting to itemize all the factors that contribute to the problem and all
of the station-building measures that can minimize the problems” says the
announcement. Read it at: http://k9yc.com/Multi-Station.pdf
What to do with QSLs
My paragraph on this topic prompted a discussion the CDXC Reflector, which, if
nothing else, demonstrates that at least some of you read this column! I haven’t
made my mind up yet so I brought all my cards with me as part of the house move. I
may well ‘do a Nigel’ and scan the majority, sending the cards to landfill, but I will
certainly keep a set of DXCC cards for 160 and 6m, the two bands that mean the most
to me.
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Nevada and ML&S
I mentioned the Nevada 50th anniversary in my last column and I enjoyed a great
day in Portsmouth chewing the rag with Mike G3SED, my first visit since we cleared
out the remainder of the FSDXA gear and since Nevada extended and reconfigured
their warehouse and demo facilities.
I’ve also (got to be fair!) spent a day in Staines before the house move, catching
up with Martin Lynch G4HKS and his team. It was a challenge, if only because I was
tempted by much of the gear on display. I’m holding fire, though, to see what will
serve me best in the new location. But Martin has a great facility handily located, just
inside the M25.
Both these gents have not only supported CDXC and FSDXA for many years, they
have also provided a great service to the UK amateur radio community and done so
over an extended period, through the ups and downs of the amateur radio market.
Both are, of course, enjoying the fact that several significant new transceivers (IC7300, IC-7610, IC-9700, FTdx101, TS-890) have been launched in the past couple of
years and are helping to boost their revenue (and, dare I say it, their profits!). May
they continue for many years to come. Our overseas readers won’t know them so
well but it’s worth recalling that we in the UK are well served by amateur radio
dealers. Many European countries have no significant local dealer and have to buy
from WiMo, the UK dealers or elsewhere. Our US members are rather better served,
inevitable given that the market is so much larger.
As for those visits to Nevada and ML&S, both will appear as in Focus pieces in
Practical Wireless over the next couple of months (other magazines are, apparently,
available …).
73 Don G3XTT
Congratulations to CDXC member
Michael Zuerch - DG1CMZ, who
has been appointed a Professor at
the Department of Chemistry at
the University of California at
Berkeley.
As well as being a prolific writer of
scientific publications, Michael
remains a very active amateur.
He was a member of the FSDXA
T32C DXpedition to Christmas Island. He lists his principal interests as 6m, low
band DXing and contesting – especially in team operations. He is active from
the Berkeley campus, often from the W6BB club station.
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XX9D - MACAU 2019– WE DID IT AGAIN!
WERNER HASEMANN DJ9KH
People asked us - What were your reasons
to activate Macau after you did relatively well
there in 2017?
There was one main motive. People,
especially in the US, asked us to do so for good
reasons: Macau’s ranking in the most-wanted
lists is still quite high- #36 in North-America
and #88 in Europe. And, to be honest, our
good experiences with that place and the
people there made the decision for Macau easy. In addition, there would be a
demand for FT8 which was only just appearing in 2017.
Getting to Macau was quite easy by Air China via Beijing and Hong Kong.
Customs-procedures and licensing formalities were easy going with the help of the
absolutely friendly staff of the Macau authorities. Thanks Bom XX9LT.
Under the leadership of Rolf, DL7VEE, we were able to build a team of 15
experienced DXpeditioners: DJ6TF, DJ7TO, DJ9HX, DJ9KH, DL1KWK, DL1RTL, DL2RNS,
DL4SVA, DL4WK, DL6KVA, DL7JOM, DL7VEE, DL9GFB, OZ1IKY, XX9LT.
As previously announced we wanted to intensify our activities on the low-bands,
because we were asked to do so and of course as a reaction on the forecasted bad
conditions on the higher bands. So we built up seperate antennas for 160- 80- and
40m, (Verticals on 15 to 18m- masts) On 30m we had a loop-antenna. On the highbands we were happy enough to use the brand-new 2-element-wire-beam from LZ
Antennas in Bulgaria together with a LBS-Pentaplexer. This beam-antenna was
specially modified for us as a very solid and light-weight expedition version. So this
configuration, which included the filtering, allowed us to operate all low-bands and
the high bands at the same time.
As in 2017, all antennas had to be erected on a surface 30m long and 1m wide,
which really is a challenge. We managed to do so. The later reports from all over the
world showed us, that they performed very well.
We were using five stations with almost identical configurations: Laptop with
UCX-softwarte – Microkeyer - K3s – filter-cascades – amplifier (4 Expert 1,3k,
KPA500) – antenna.
With our highly motivated team and the updated equipment we felt we were well
prepared for an efficient 2019 DXpedition. The first night at the stations brought us
an unpleasant surprise. We were faced with extraordinary QRM on the low-bands,
which usually was around S9.
Apparently our hotel had 'upgraded' their electric lighting system with LEDs and
transformers of inferior quality. Probably it could have been PLC-QRM. We did not
find the reason, so we couldn't solve the problem. 30 meters was the most affected
band during the night.
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The higher bands suffered from bad conditions, wotse than expected and
forecasted!
Openings for SSB were good enough only for a very few hours and even on CW
we had enormous problems getting a good QSO-rate. It was some kind of a puzzle
filtering callsigns in several steps out of the QRN. RTTY gave us only marginally better
results. So FT-8 was the only solution to cope with this unpleasant situation. The
result was that we ended up with more than 50% FT-QSOs.
By the way, being the only CW-operator between four FT8-operators in the same
shack is a very special situation. You, as a CW-operator, are puzzling callsigns
together with a relativ low qso-rate, fighting with QRM and QRN whilst Your
comrades are enjoying their FT-8-QSOs in a very relaxed position, sometimes on two
bands simultaneously. Nevertheless, we the CW-operators felt a little special.
The hotel gave us a fast and stable access to the internet, so updating our
homepage and uploading the Club Log data was no problem. We also had a stable AC
power supply in our room, even with the power consumption of five high-power
stations.
Most of the comments we received as e-mails showed us the understanding of
our situation and the problems we were faced with. Some commentsin the DXclusters written by fake-call-users were disappointing and were no help to us at all.
Our comment, Come here and try to make it better !
We were on the air 24 hours daily
with five stations to give as many
amateurs as possible the chance to have
a contact with us. We really did our
best, but sometimes, especially at night
it was frustrating not to be able to bring
more than 10 QSOs per hour into the
log.
We should say that operating five
stations with high power in one room
makes great demands on operators as
well as on the equipment. We noticed
for example that our Expert-Amplifiers
ran into the protection-mode as a result
of stray RF on the cables even with
several chokes on them. For this location as well as for other man-made-noise
affected sites a remote receiving antenna for the low-bands would be a good solution
- any ideas?
Nevertheless under the described circumstances the team was satisfied with their
36.000 QSOs. 8.7% of the QSOs were with North America, much better than last time.
Concluding I would like to thank all team-members for their hard work and their
comradeship. Thanks again the staff and the management of the Grand Coloane
Resort for their outstanding service and cooperation and all sponsors, individuals and
foundations for their generous support.
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SOME VP8 HISTORY
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
With a major DXpedition to VP8/South
Orkney Islands scheduled for early 2020
attention will focus on these somewhat
remote South Atlantic groups and the
activity that has taken place over past
years.
In addition to operations from the UK
areas of Antarctica, five VP8 entities –
Falkland Islands, South Georgia, South
Orkney, South Shetlands and South
Sandwich are recognised in the first ARRL
Countries List published in QST of January
1937. However, there is no evidence that
there was any activity before WW2 other
than from the Falkland Islands themselves.
Callbooks from the late 1930s show two
operations from Port Stanley – Thomas
Hennah, VP8B who ran the local power
plant and Reuban McLaren, VP8AD who
was associated with the commercial
communications station VPC.
VP8AD remained active after WW2 and was the first to put South Georgia on the
air between September 1946 and April 1948 while based at the island’s commercial
station, ZBH.
Territorial administration
The Falklands Islands Dependencies were established in 1843 to administer the
island groups plus Graham Land and the Antarctic Peninsula and were governed
through the Falkland Islands government. This arrangement continued until the
establishment of the Antarctic Treaty.
Antarctic Treaty
The Antarctic Treaty came into force in 1961 with its signatories (currently 53)
agreeing to preserve all the territory to the south of the 60°S line of latitude. Prior to
this date, various countries including UK had historical claims to areas south of 60°S.
Under the terms of the Treaty, the recognition of these claims is maintained but held
in suspension.
British Overseas Territories
After 1961, UK established British Overseas Territories in the South Atlantic that
would resolve the differing status of territories located North or South of the 60°S
line.
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The 776 islands of the Falklands Islands archipelago form a self-governing British
Overseas Territory with its own legislative assembly.
The British Overseas Territory of South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands is
governed from the UK Foreign Office through a Commissioner, a post held by the
Governor of the Falkland Islands. This arrangement covers those islands north of the
60°S line.
The British Antarctic Territory represents the sector of Antarctica claimed by the
United Kingdom comprising the sector from 60°S and between 20°W and 80°W
extending to the South Pole. Under the terms of the Antarctic Treaty, this and other
claims are held in abeyance. The DXCC entities of South Shetland and South Orkney
are within this territory.
VP8s on the air
As might be expected, VP8/Falklands is regularly on the bands and finds itself at
#198 on the Club Log Most Wanted List. Perhaps a little surprisingly, South Shetland
is not too far behind at #129. With a multitude of countries having research bases on
the islands, there is plenty of activity under a number of different prefixes.
But the other three island groups are much more in demand with South Sandwich
at #21, South Georgia at #37 and South Orkney – the destination of the 2020
DXpedition, at #16. All these placings come from the July 2019 Club Log listing.
South Sandwich
Along with Bouvet, South Sandwich must
count as one of the most challenging
DXpedition destinations. Unlike other VP8
entities, there has never been an established
UK presence on the islands where the resident
radio operator might also activate the ham
bands.
The first on-the-air activity from South
Sandwich was by a group of Argentinian hams
who were landed on Thule by the country’s
navy in November 1955. They set up camp intending to stay for some time but after
making only 1,664 QSOs as LU2ZY and LU3ZY, a volcanic eruption forced them to
leave the island.
LU3ZY reappeared in 1979 from the
Argentinian base that had been
established on Thule in 1976. Around
2,500 QSOs, all on CW, were made before
the base closed in 1982.
In between the two LU operations,
Ken Randall, G3RFH visited Candlemas
Island as part of a Scientific study group
and logged 1,200 QSOs as VP8HF/VP8
during a 16-day stay.
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It would be another ten years
before the first major DXpedition –
VP8SSI - took place in April 1992. The
team included many who would
feature in future DXpeditions –
WA4DQS, K0IR, OH2BH and KJ9I.
The weather was a major factor
with this operation. Once their
transport – the Abel-J had delivered
the group, it left planning to return 16
days later to pick them up. Within a
few days of arrival, a storm set in causing lots of problems to the antennas and the
tented accommodation. The team were eventually forced to take shelter in the
island’s survival hut. Despite this, they managed 39,400 contacts during their stay.
VP8SSI’s story can be found in the January 1993 issue of CQ Magazine and a video
that includes shots of the teams visit to a CDXC gathering in London is at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0X0SUzptjzw .
The previous DXpeditions to South
Sandwich had both come close to
ending in tragedy and the British
authorities were reluctant to allow
further non-scientific visits. It was not
until 2002 that the Micro-Lite group
with its concept of a small team,
lightweight gear, low power and simple
antennas was able to obtain the
necessary permits. With just TS-50s and
verticals, they made 27,000 contacts
with 80 hours on the air during a four
day stay operating as VP8THU. It was, perhaps, one of the first convincing
demonstrations of the superiority of shore based verticals for this kind of operation.
A professional 9V1YC produced video is at https://vimeo.com/121317593
South Sandwich had risen to
#3 on the Most Wanted List by the
time the next DXpedition took
place in January 2016 – this time
by the Intrepid DX Group. Once
again, the island produced
challenging weather conditions
with high winds and snow,
eventually developing into a full
storm.
With tents and yagis damaged
and the Braveheart having
difficulties maintaining its
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anchored position, the team had no option but to curtail their planned stay. This
eventually became an emergency situation when a large ice flow threatened to block
access to the bay. Despite all the difficulties, VP8STI managed 54,600 QSOs during
the eight days on the island. But South Sandwich remains at #21 on Club Log’s Most
Wanted List and it may be some time before the next DXpedition lands.
The expedition video is at https://vimeo.com/170266606 .
South Georgia
The British Antarctic Survey (BAS) maintains two permanently manned stations on
South Georgia. Records show sporadic activation from the bases by members of the
BAS personnel and members of various scientific expeditions.
It would be some time before a major
DXpedition moved South Georgia away
from the upper reaches of the Club Log
Most Wanted list.
The group that had operated VP8SSI on
S Sandwich in April 1992 called in at
Grytviken on their way back to Falklands
and made just 5,000 QSOs, mainly on CW,
during a 30 hour stay.
It was not until 2002 that a major DXpedition activated South Georgia. Having
completed a somewhat exciting visit to South Sandwich, the Braveheart then took
the Micro-Lite Group on for an eight day operation as VP8GEO. Compared to South
Sandwich, this was luxury with a
jetty for the ship to lie alongside and
a well maintained building,
originally part of one of the old
whaling stations and retained for
use by scientific visits, made
available for their use.
Following the group’s philosophy
of low power and simple antennas,
they made a total of 43,810
contacts during their stay.
9V1YC’s expedition video is at https://vimeo.com/121317595 .
Apart from a few sporadic and limited operations by members of visiting scientific
teams, there was little opportunity for a contact with South Georgia until the VP8SGI
DXpedition in January 2016 by which time the entity had risen to #7 on Club Log’s
Most Wanted List.
This time, it was the Intrepid DX Group following their VP8STI operation from
South Sandwich. Unfortunately, they were not able to use the permanent building at
the old whaling station that had made the 2002 operation fairly easy.
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This meant a beach based operation using
the same tents that had caused many of their
problems at South Sandwich. In addition,
“summer” in the Southern Ocean does not
mean good weather. As on South Sandwich,
the team was constantly at the mercy of
strong, almost storm force, winds during
their ten days of operation involving
continual repair and maintenance of tents
and antennas.
Despite eventually being forced to retreat to the safety of the Braveheart VP8SGI
logged a total of 82,000 QSOs, moving the island from #7 down to #41 on Club Log’s
Most Wanted List.
The video of the operation is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQKHnxL5Fnk .
South Orkneys
Unlike South Sandwich and South Georgia, South Orkney lies south of the 60°S
line and although claimed by UK as part of the British Antarctic Territory is covered by
the 1961 Antarctic Treaty.
Since the late 1940s, there has been sporadic amateur operation from both the
Argentine base on Laurie Island and the British Antarctic survey base on Signy Island.
Prior to the first dedicated DXpedition, the most significant activity was by Peter
Hobbs VP8GQ (now G3LET) who made 10,300 QSOs between November 1961 and
December 1963.
My operations were SSB <2% and the remainder on CW including 353 on
160m of which 52 were with the nominally 10w G stations! I was top in BERU
1963 and won the PVRC Trophy for the highest score on a single band in CQWW
1963. For the first year, power was only available for around 12 hours a day due
to limited diesel. Support from the outside world started in late November with
the last ship visit in early March, ice permitting. The kit was all home brew
except for the CR100 receivers, a G2DAF SSB exciter, a 2xTT21 PA and a battery
operated OZ7BO keyer.

The BAS base on Signy Island
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The VP8GQ “shack”

Although records show a lot of licences issued for operation on South Orkney
after Peter’s departure, these all seem to have been associated with scientific
personnel at the two bases. The fact that the islands had risen to #5 on the Most
Wanted List by 2010 reflects the very low level of activity during the intervening
years.
So the scene was set for the first all-out DXpedition which took place during
January and February 2011.
The Micro-Lite Group that had activated South
Sandwich and South Georgia in 2002 chartered the
Braveheart for the journey from Ushuaia to the
islands.
As with so many other DXpeditions over the
years, this proved to be the ideal choice. Nigel
Jolly and his energetic crew were instrumental in
overcoming the many logistical challenges
involved with the trip. Recalling the difficulties with previous DXpeditions to the area,
they came equipped with rugged shelters designed for the environment, in place of
the tents that had caused so many problems in the past.
This time, the weather was kind and the group, using the Micro-Lite setup of low
power and vertical antennas, netted a total of 63,600 QSOs during two week stay
pushing the entity down to #60 on the Most Wanted List.
9V1YC’s video is a must-watch production at https://vimeo.com/121222178 Don’t
miss EY8MM’s incredible EU pileup
on 160m!
South Orkney has risen to #16
on the list once again so the
planned 2020 DXpedition by the
Perseverance DX Group will be
eagerly awaited. Many of the team
were involved in the Group’s
successful activation of Ducie Island
as VP6D in 2018.
They will be operating from
Signy island with Braveheart providing the transport from Punta Arenas. They are
intending to use the same polar shelters that served the previous VP8ORK operation
so well. With HF band conditions predicted to be at an all-time low, the proportion of
QSOs made on FT8 and related modes is likely to be high.
Follow developing plans at https://sorkney.com/ .
Sources: CQ Magazine Archives
Wikipedia
K8CX QSL Gallery
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NEVADA CELEBRATES 50 GOLDEN YEARS

Fifty Years ago, this September Mike Devereux G3SED, opened an Amateur radio
and electronic component retail shop in the centre of Portsmouth.
Mike had been hooked on Amateur Radio from the age of twelve, obtaining his
callsign when just fifteen years old. Over the ensuing 56 years he has become a
leading figure in Amateur Radio, being awarded in 2012 the RSGB ROTAB trophy for
outstanding and consistent DX achievements. Mike joined CDXC in its early days and
has served on the Committee. A keen and proficient CW operator he is also a
member of the First Class Operators’ Club.
Mike’s passion for Amateur Radio has got him involved in many projects over the
years, quite apart from his involvement with Nevada Radio.
In the 1990s he was part of the team that provided communications for Camel
Trophy Rallies in remote parts of the world. Whilst working for Camel he and the
team operated Amateur Radio from Borneo, Central America, Belize and travelling
over the Andes mountains, the Atacama Desert in Chile.
In 1994 he was part of a 10-man team that put Jordan on 6m for the first time
with the call JY7SIX. The team was there at the invitation of King Hussain and was
looked after by the Royal Jordanian Amateur Radio Club.
Mike was a founder member of the 5-Star DXpedition group that put on some of
the world’s largest DXpeditions. His company Nevada Radio both sponsored the
operations and stored the equipment at their Portsmouth warehouse. Mike was
appointed “Antenna King” to oversee both the selection and layout of Antennas and
operated himself on the 9M0C (Spratly Islands), 3B9C (Rodriguez Island), and D68C
(Comoros) DXpeditions. He also supported the 3B7C (St Brandon) and T32C
(Christmas Island) efforts, supplying equipment and testing antennas at his home
QTH.
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For Mike the Nevada Radio business was
a natural extension of his passion for
Amateur Radio. After studying for an
Electronics degree, a quirk of fate found him
renting a shop at 73 Twyford Avenue,
Portsmouth. Initially just intended as cheap
student “digs” he decided to open the shop
and see what happened.
Initially he sold electronic components
and ex-government radio equipment, but the
business flourished so well it was not long
before he had the whole range of Kenwood,
Yaesu and Icom for sale. Mike would also be
repairing TVs, Hi-fi and sound equipment in
the workshops behind the shop whilst doing
Amateur Radio rallies at the weekends.

Where it all started

Nevada Radio continued to grow and in
1978 Mike started a distribution division
selling portable shortwave radios and
electronic accessories to the large retailers.

In 1995 Mike had the opportunity to purchase ailing Citizens Band Magazine. This
was quite a challenge as he had never published a magazine before and was given
quite literally weeks after signing the contract with Argus Specialist Magazines to
produce the first issue. In 1996 he enlisted the help of Elaine Richards (now editor of
Radcom) to help him grow the magazine. Between them they grew the publication,
widening the scope and renaming it Radio Active. The magazine grew year on year
under Elaine’s stewardship, until four years later it was sold to PW Publications who
were anxious to own a
growing competitor!
In 2003 Nevada was
one of the first companies
to be involved with the
new DAB digital radios. At
their peak Nevada were
selling over 30,000 DAB
radios to the likes of John
Lewis, Dixons, Maplin and
other high street retailers.
In 2005 Nevada won a
prestigious “What HiFi
Award” for their NEVADA
branded portable DAB
radio. The radio
distribution side flourished

The home station
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until in 2016 with many high street retailers in trouble, Mike decided in was time to
concentrate exclusively on their core business of Amateur and Hobby radio.
Mike says his success is due in no small part to a loyal and dedicated staff, some
of whom are now approaching 40 years with the company. Nevada is now the
longest serving Amateur Radio retail emporium in the UK and will celebrate with a
special dinner for staff and a few guests in September. There will also be special ‘50th
Anniversary’ offers for customers during September.

REFLECTIONS ON IOTA
ROGER BALISTER, G3KMA
W9KNI Bob Locher’s article headed DX’ING – Time for a Change
(May Digest) was indeed a thought-provoking article. It of course
referred to DXCC but most of the points he made apply equally to
IOTA in 2019. The main one is the need to attract more young
amateurs into the competitive side of both programmes. The
average age of those with registered scores is increasing as,
incidentally, is the incidence of Silent Key status among those who
for long have been participants!
Bob suggests that younger amateurs are put off from engaging because they see
that the competition is “rigged” against them by the 1945 start date. The same
complaint could of course be said about any freshly reset start date by new licensees
who join years later, but let’s not push that too hard! Human nature as it is, it is
probably true to say that Old-Timers with big scores do not want things made easier
for younger participants than it was for them while the latter want a fair chance of
getting to the top of the pile within a reasonable time period. Not an easy gap to
bridge. Bob makes a number of suggestions, the main one being the creation of a
new 10 year DXCC Programme commencing January 1, 2020 and ending December
31 2030 (I think he meant “ending December 31, 2029”!), then restarting. So long as
it is additional and not intended to downgrade the all-time listings, I personally see
no problem. The question of course is whether it would have the desired result
sufficient to justify such a radical move.
Let us look at IOTA. I am not saying that we are doing it any better, just
differently. Readers may know that this Old-Timer has been a fervent participant in
the DXCC’s Challenge Program, so it ill behoves him to say a word against the grand
job that ARRL do! While IOTA is different in some key respects, it is the same in
others, so it is open to some of the same observations about DXCC.
1. Like DXCC, IOTA is an activity programmes, set up to increase activity on the
bands. It may issue awards but that is secondary to its main function of getting
people active on the air.
2. Both programmes have a cap on the number of individual counters, 1200
island groups for IOTA and 340 entities for DXCC. This is a plus; no one who wants an
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open-ended programme can expect it to be manageable or sustainable in the long
term.
3. Again both programmes maintain a performance listing or Honour Roll, but,
unlike DXCC, IOTA limits entries to its Honour Roll and Annual Listing to those
registered record-holders who have updated in the previous five year period. This
keeps the list vibrant and free of inactive “position-blockers”. It of course reduces the
size of the listings but has the advantage of encouraging regular updating. To
commemorate past performance by Silent Keys, IOTA maintains a Golden List of SKs
with their scores.
4. While DXCC offers for the very committed among us a multiplicity of
performance listings by mode, band and multi-band, IOTA’s Standard HF category
requires just one contact per island group. This means that for the IOTA chaser there
is no incentive to stretch resources to cover a wide range of bands and for the island
operator, no need to move from the bands showing the best propagation (the edge
bands, 160m and 6m, mentioned by Bob as a problem for certain areas of the world,
need not come into play). This levels the playing-field.
5. Again unlike DXCC, IOTA does not maintain a deleted list. If a group is deleted
for any reason, the credits are also deleted. This means that the maximum score is
available to everyone.
How do the problems affecting DXCC outlined by Bob also affect IOTA? Perhaps
the main one is the perceived advantage that participants who remain listed in the
Honour Roll are able to draw credit from contacts with island groups that were last
activated 40 years or more previously. It is worth noting that the number of
operations from “rare” IOTA groups in those early years that have not been repeated
since is truly negligible – they were mainly short term scientific or military-base type
operations. Equipment was just too cumbersome and suggestions that local
amateurs put on an island operation raised eyebrows and the comment: Why?
This leaves unanswered the vexed question of why so few young people come
into IOTA. I am far from convinced that the driving force is their perception that they
cannot reach the top. Cost, planning restrictions on antennas and lack of time are
probably more significant constraints here in the UK. Other factors apply in other
areas of the world. The West Coast of the States complain at less attention paid to
them by IOTA expeditioners in Europe and to a lesser extent this is also heard from
amateurs in South America, Africa and Oceania. From many years’ experience I have
come to the view that north-west Europe can also claim that it has drawn the short
straw with many island operations in the further regions of the world. Less wellequipped UK stations often get little chance of a contact with a rare IOTA if it’s in
heavy demand. I think that we have all experienced occasions where propagation
favours one particular country and one after another never-heard of-previously
stations make it through.
What is to be done? First there is the question of access to information. How
often do we find that we needed a particular IOTA only to find that the operation had
finished. There are several very effective DX information providers. Bookmark one.
This should help to ensure that you are listening when the activity takes place. We
can ask operations from the rarer IOTA groups to stay a little longer but the logistics
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often make this difficult. Also one- or two-man operations may just not find it
possible. Let expeditioners know the best time for contacts with your area. Indeed,
encourage them to target particular geographical areas but be careful: it is unfair and
potentially discriminatory for an island station to do that in a way that significantly
reduces the opportunities of all-comers getting a contact. There has to be a balance
that allows fair opportunities to all. Of course, no operation can achieve perfection
but careful planning and reaction to propagation opportunities should ensure a good
result.
Cost is mentioned as a constraint. This was perhaps true in the past when many
contacts could only be obtained by direct cards. Although this still applies to some
extent, QSO matching via Club Log has reduced costs considerably. Some 67% of all
credits claimed for IOTA now come by QSO matches and no card is required. RSGB
members can get that QSO match registered as a score credit for 8 pence, nonmembers 12 pence. The basic 100 islands level can be achieved at a cost of £8.00 (or
for non-members £12.00). This will get you on the Honour Roll.
Bob suggested changes to the DXCC programme to address the main problem of
attracting younger participants. In the past, opening up DXCC to band and mode
awards and listings and eventually to the challenging Challenge programme probably
appealed to the same clientele as to those with the basic award. We foresee that this
would happen in IOTA too. There is no guarantee that it would widen the clientele
pool or attract the younger element. The IOTA database now records all QSOs by
date, band and mode, so technically the data is there for band and mode awards and
listings similar to DXCC. However there are perhaps close on a million QSOs on the
database without this data from earlier submissions and any move to band and mode
awards could involve the resubmission of a huge number of those cards or
replacement ones. Would the effort be worthwhile? Years gone by, we responded to
requests for a Club Category and a VHF/UHF Category in IOTA by setting them up.
Unfortunately, take-up has been minimal, particularly in the UK. Any request for IOTA
to move on this would require a major push of interest.
We are also open to requests for IOTA promotional events, whether it be a short
sprint, a month-long event or something even longer. But here we would need an
organiser and probably a team to write the rules, adjudicate and see the event
through under the auspices of IOTA Ltd. We could probably meet modest IT costs but
would not project-manage it. Previous experience has shown that regular on-line
promotion of the event must be guaranteed for the duration to keep the public’s
attention. More reflections next time.
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HISTORY OF PREWAR DXCC -PART 3
WINO PAAS, PAØABM
[This article first appeared in Focus – the journal of The First Class Operators’Club]
The First DXCC Rules (1937)
From its simple beginnings, culminating in the announcement of the new DX
award The DX Century Club in September 1937 QST (which was itself based on the
"ARRL List of Countries" published in January 1937 QST), membership in the ARRL DX
Century Club (DXCC) has been the mark of distinction among radio amateurs the
world over. That it is regarded with such prestige by DXers is a testament to its
integrity and level of achievement.
The high standards of DXCC are intensely defended and supported by its
membership. The rules established by the founders of DXCC were consistent with the
art of Amateur Radio as it existed at the time. As technology improved the ability to
communicate, the rules were progressively changed to maintain a competitive
environment and complement the gaining popularity of the award.
You had to be a member of DXCC From its
very beginning it was clear that you had to be a
member of the DX Century Club. It gave you
more distinction among your fellow hams, and
it increased with having QSLs from more DXCC
countries. The DXCC list was based on the ARRL
List of Countries. And to keep track of modern
techniques and changing political situations
there was a need for progressive rules.
The Pre-war DXCC - In the September 1937 issue of QST (page 59) the First DXCC
award was announced - A new "Club" -- the "DX" CENTURY CLUB with full
specifications on qualifying. It is a form of special certification or recognition for
outstanding DX men in our amateur ranks.
You could join the club if you could prove contacts with at least 75 countries,
mentioned on the DXCC list. But to become full member, you had to show proof of at
least 100 countries.
The article noted: When you have
confirmed contacts with some 75 or more
countries to your credit you "rate" and start
working for the full 100 that constitutes the
century mark and a certificate! It is plenty hard
to make the DX (Century Club) QST list. This will
record progress between 75 and 100-or more
countries.
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“Can you qualify?” Of course, the new founded club had to have some rules for
getting membership. On the pages 59-60 of the same issue of QST (September 1937),
you could find the rules.
Announcing: The DX Century Club
The ARRL Communications Department announces a new DX award to be made to any operator
who can submit satisfactory proof that his amateur station has been in communication with 100 or
more different countries. The award will consist of an attractive certificate of membership in the
ARRL "DX Century Club". It is further planned to list in QST each month the calls of all active
amateurs who have worked 75 or more different countries and submitted proof of same to ARRL. As
additional countries are contacted and confirmations received said confirmations may be then
submitted and the total of countries worked will be changed in subsequent issues of QST. In this
matter a standing record of proven accomplishment will be available for all amateurs working 75 or
more different countries.
When a station reaches the "100 countries" mark, it will automatically receive membership in
the "Century Club" and the certificate will be made.
An invitation is hereby extended to amateurs everywhere to join the "Century Club" and to
submit proof of contact with 75 or more countries of the official QST list. If you can produce
confirmations of QSOs with 75 or more countries, bundle them together and mail to the ARRL
Communications Department, West Hartford, Conn., together with sufficient postage to guarantee
their return to you. Your official "proven QSO record" will be listed in QST. If you hit the 100 mark,
you’ll rate the "Century Club", a truly singular honor. Who will make the first listing of 75-or-morecountries-worked? The first list will appear in November QST. Check up on your DX now and if you
find 75 or more countries represented, send in the confirmations right away.
All we ask is that you adhere to the following rules:
1) All contacts must be made with stations working in the authorized amateur bands using amateur
calls.
2) All stations contacted must be "Land Stations" ... Contact with ships, anchored or otherwise,
cannot be counted.
3) All stations must be contacted from the same call area, where such areas exist, or from the same
country where there are no call areas.
4) The A.R.R.L. list of countries (page 51, Jan. '37 QST) will be used in determining what constitutes a
"country".
5) In case of countries no longer in existence, credit will be allowed for these, if they were recognized
as separate countries by A.R.R.L. at time of contact.
6) Confirmations must be submitted for all countries claimed; requests that DX contest and other
contest logs be examined for confirmations will not be granted.
7) Contacts may made over any period of years, and may have been made any number of years ago,
provided only that all contacts be made from the same call area (or country, where no call areas
exist) and by the same station licensee; contact may have been made under different call letters in
the same area (or country), if the licensee for all was the same.
8) The Century Club award and QST listing for confirmed contacts with 75 or more countries is
available to all active amateurs, everywhere in the world.
9) Following the first listing of any station in QST, confirmations from additional countries may be
submitted as received, and the original listing will be changed in subsequent lists.
10) Stations reaching the 100-confirmations mark will automatically be enrolled in the DX Century
Club.
11) Sufficient postage for the return of confirmations must be forwarded with the application
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12) Address all applications and confirmations to the Communications Department, A.R.R.L., 38 La
Salle Road, West Hartford, Conn.
That's the dope! Now let's see some applications. It is to be emphasized that this QST will be the
only official confirmed list of countries worked in existence! Every real DX man will want to be
included. The first list will be in November QST. See that your call is there!

Nice that you could get listed after sending in at least 75 different country-QSL’s
to ARRL. A lot of hams, not able to send in 100 cards, did send 75 or more to get
listed. Every card had to be checked for credit, a lot of work for the ARRL staff.
The First Pre-war DXCC members (1937) From the very start of The DX Century
Club announced in September 1937, QST, page 59 and 60, it was clear that you had
to be a member otherwise you were not of any importance to the DX-world.
In November 1937, QST, two months
after the first announcement of the DXCC
award, the first members of the DXCC were
listed. Five hams did make the 100 grade.
Among them was one who did not live in the
United States. Of course, they were active DX
hunters and they did collect QSL cards in the
past. It did take a lot of time to get those 100
countries confirmed. The start of collecting
QSLs was of course after they got the licence
and NOT after the announcement of the DX
Century Club. And being on the list in QST
they could show the world that they had
really credit for 100-or more countries listed
in the Countries List of January 1937, QST.

The first DXCC listing – Nov 37

In the first DXCC results list you could also see the 75 or more applications. Only
12 did make it. So, what about those amateur stations, who, in the past repeatedly
had said they had more than 100 countries confirmed? The list above is sorted on
confirmed countries.
Every month a list was published in QST
showing the progress of those who were in
competition for having the most credits in
the DXCC or those who needed some credits
to get the DXCC award. And after getting the
100 needed credits, one could continue to
submit additional credits for getting higher
on the
list.
Of course, ARRL did not necessarily get those
applications on the same day. Did they check the
applications on the day, just before sending the
results to the QST-Editor? So, the big question
was: who was the station that could say “I have
DXCC number 1”?
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The first DXCC list was a very small one, containing only 17 calls, 14 Americans, 2
British, and 1 Canadian. ARRL was wondering how this could be. Where were all
those applications from hams who, in the past said that they had more than 100
countries confirmed?
The list should be much bigger. So again, all hams were pushed to send in their
QSLs and returning fee for the mail. And the hams already on the list were asked to
send in additional QSLs for getting higher on the list.
Still it was not clear who did get the number 1-DXCC. But this problem was solved
in an upcoming QST issue.
The First pre-war DXCC rule change November 1937 of QST showed the first
change of the DXCC rules. It was clear to ARRL that getting a QSL for confirming a
QSO was not easy. And sometimes it was even almost impossible. The solution was a
change in the DXCC Rules. The change was announced as follows;
Important! Please note well!
In view of the difficulty of getting other forms of confirmations from certain
countries, a change will be made to allow confirmations from foreign logs for the
ARRL International DX Competitions only.
Confirmations of this type will be checked under the following conditions:
• Sufficient confirmations of other types must be submitted so that these, plus the
DX Contest confirmations, will total 75 or more. Those who have already qualified for
monthly listing in QST need only request check of the additional confirmations.
• Look up the contest results as published in QST to see if your man is listed in the
foreign scores. If he isn't, he did not send in a log and no confirmation is possible. Logs
for the 1935, 1936 and 1937 contests only
are available. Results of these contests
appear in September 1935, September 1936,
and October 1937 issues of QST.
• Give year of contest, date and time of
QSO.
• In future DX Contests do not request
confirmations until after the final results
have been published, usually in one of the
early Fall issues. Requests before this time
must be ignored.
If the contact is checked, your total of
countries worked will be increased
accordingly in the next issue of QST. Please
don't ask us about stations not listed in the
contest results, and don't expect replies to
letters requesting DX competition
confirmations. The QST listing will give the
answer.
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The first DXCC annual list – Dec 37

The first Prewar DXCC annual List. In the December 1937, QST, ARRL made the
following call:
What of those fellows who have been claiming such stupendous DX records
through the years? Have they nothing with which to back up their claims?
The List of DX Century Club members did
grow so at the end of 1937, the Century Club
had seven members. W1SZ was the first who did
send in additional credits to get automatic
Century Club membership by passing the
“century mark”. John Hunter, G2ZQ got credit
for 112 countries, which was the second-best
total. The best total on this first annual list was
for G6WY with 114 country credits. Others also
sent in additional QSL cards and five more calls showed up in the 75- or-more list.
But who did get Number One? This DXCC game goes on today, but the rules for
this play have a bit changed in the period from 1937 until today.

FT8, FT4 AND THE REST
What do you know about JT modes?
The new digital modes have given renewed interest in the hobby to a large section of the CDXC
membership. Many, who have, for many years been constrained by limited space with only
moderate power levels, have suddenly found that they can work lots of DX across different
bands.
But many struggle to keep up with the technicalities and requirements of the ever developing
standards.
We would like to find someone who could regularly contribute some notes on the latest
happenings in this area. If you have the knowledge and would be willing to provide some
support to your fellow CDXC members, please contact Roger, G3LDI - roger@g3ldi.co.uk .

THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
Since the demise of most of my antennas, I have been very
inactive for several months on the HF bands. I have also been busy
rebuilding the station centred on the Flex 6600. Coupled with having
builders in putting in a new wet-room, central heating system and
sitting room extension, I have not been active at all with the JT
modes. I have not even installed the software as yet. I now feel I have
lagged behind in this respect to such an extent that I have little to
offer on those modes, other than what I have gleaned from regular emails, input
from Gordon G3PXT and a very few other offerings. That in itself is not far from
normal anyway!
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I know of several regular users well qualified in that regard, indeed there have
been user guides written too. So, I wonder who will help make this cake. Sorry, my
mind goes back to the story of the hen and the cake; I presume you are all familiar
with that! I have in mind splitting the column, with RTTY and PSK on one side and the
JT MGM modes on the other.
To be frank, propagation is so bad most of the time there is activity on the JT
modes and little on any other mode. This applies to all bands from Top Band to six
metres. This is why I am taking this opportunity to refresh my antennas and towers.
Mind you, I am hoping this situation will NOT last for the next 3 decades, as some
pundits forecast! I shall not be around to witness that!
RTTY DXCC TABLE - ALL-TIME SCORES
The latest score for the RTTY table comes from Hans, SM6CVX and what a score
that is! Hans says that he is waiting for just one DXCC on RTTY and that is BS7H. I
think that wait might be a while yet, but thanks for the interest Hans.
I also had an update from David G3YYD. He increased his confirmed score from
247 to 250. Unfortunately it did not affect his placing in the table! These are the only
two updates I have received.
As David G3YYD remarked, it is difficult (almost impossible now!) to work any
RTTY outside of contests. However, one amateur from the Kings Lynn club has done
just that. Mike G1SCT decided to have a keyboard to keyboard chat and although he
says his typing was a bit slow, he did have a good contact with Ted G4OZG.
Well done to them both for having a go.
NAME / CALL SIGN
HANS
SM6CVX
STEVE
N3SL
DICK
PA3FQA
TONY
IK0OZD
JAN
DJ8NK
BERNIE
W3UR
ALEX
YO9HP
TOM
GM4FDM
IAN
G3KZR
LIONEL
G5LP
RONALD PA3EWP
DON
G3XTT
ANDY
G3SVD
VILNIS
YL2KF
DAI
MW0CRI
JOHN
GW4SKA
NAND
VU2NKS
PHIL
GU0SUP
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WKD
349
346
339
346
337
336
332
324
323
321
314
317
307
314
302
301
293

CFMD
349
346
339
337
337
333
332
323
323
321
313
311
307
306
304
301
299
292

TONY
WA4JQS
ROGER
G3LDI
RICH
W3ACO
MIKE
VP8NO
DAVID
G3YYD
AL
GW3SFC
PHIL
G4OBK
FRANK
G3YQA
GERRY M0VAA/M7V
PHIL
ZL3PAH
JOHN
G7SSE
FRED
G3YJQ
GORDON G3PXT
CHRIS/G8APB (M0A)
ANDREW G8GNI
KEITH
G6NHU
PHIL
M0VSE
BRIAN
G3VGZ
PETER
G3VPS

289
284
253
267
273
240
263
243
225
226
222
231
190
171
162
169
131
118
216

270
268
253
252
250
238
234
225
216
211
208
207
162
159
158
152
120
108
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An email from Mike, GM3PPE reports that he has now spent a lot of time on FT4,
but he too would like a live chat if possible. This is what he said:
I've just been reading your column in the CDXC Digest. Like you, I started out
chasing DX on CW when first licensed and have continued ever since. A couple of
years ago, following the decrease in regular CW activity outside contests, I decided to
take a quick look at the digital modes, initially using JT65 and then moving on to
FT8. These days I spend about 80% of my on-the-air time using FT8.
I agree with you that fully automatic FT8 operation has little value, apart from the
initial setting up. I can't see the point, just checking in from time to time to see what
has been worked. In contrast I'm now chasing DXpeditions on FT8, and find that
some of the skills developed over the years to successfully chase DXpeditions on CW,
still largely apply to FT8. Automatic operating will not "bag" new ones! Knowledge
of propagation, which band to use and which frequency is clear for calling are as
important on FT8 as on CW. Yes, routine FT8 QSOs are boring - chasing rare DX on
FT8 is not! And I love the sound of multi-frequency F&H!
One result of this "digital focus" has seen me also start looking for DX on
RTTY. Here knowing where to call, when to call, etc. is just like CW DXing. I'll never
achieve the levels of the likes of yourself, Tom - GM4FDM, and others, but it is good
fun. I just wish there were more activity between contests.
I do enjoy reading your column in the Digest, and maybe one day, we might even
work on the "green keys"! By the way, I lived for a while near San Francisco and had
a good friend there who ran a full Creed setup. What a racket during contests –
impossible to hold a conversation at the same time.
Ah yes, those sweet (or not so quiet!) memories of yesteryear!
BARTG Contests + The Future
Our Contest Manageress Simone M0BOX posted the following on the BARTG web
site:
It is a given that the original data mode aside from CW is RTTY and that is still the
main focus for the ‘Diddler of the Year’ Championship. Any additional modes will not
have their own individual Championship table.
JT modes - having a look through the online documentation I can see a problem
where non-standard callsigns are used. By non-standard I specifically mean
something like DL/M0BOX the use of the country prefix as required by CEPT disrupts
the standard message. Given our tests are multinational and I do see such callsigns
being entered I don’t feel that using mode from the WSJT-X suite as an option until
operation is better understood. Yes it can link to both N1MM+ and Writelog but it is a
hassle with rig control setup. I will keep WSJT-X modes under review and especially if
proper integration with popular contesting software appears so its use is not as
clunky as it is currently.
I am therefore minded to use PSK63 despite its shortcomings and it not being
designed as a contest mode. I would run a second Championship that is open to SOAB
and SOE, as is currently the case for RTTY. But this championship would encourage
entrants to do both modes as both modes count for points from the same station.
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One could enhance this encouragement by making multipliers count for both modes.
The result would find the ‘Warbler of the Year’
The above will make minimal work for introduction as the adjudication software is
setup for it already I believe.
Now to the exchange: Either the January sprint exchange or the March HF
exchange? I mind not which but would like to settle on a single exchange across the
board.
Finally the 75s. Participation is woeful compared to our Jan/March events.
Duration plays an important factor here. The short duration is clearly an inhibiting
factor. If the test is widened to 24hr but includes the SOAB6 then you have the short
duration for those who wish to enter that and compete on a level playing field.
Why do this? Well participation is a major part of it but also the championship is
effectively settled in March. Also, I see comments in the soapboxes that ask for this.
These were the catalyst for otherwise I wouldn’t have considered the change. Roger, I
would dearly love to understand why you would NOT like to see the extension of the
contests as I am minded to do. Please do elaborate so I may better understand your
reasoning.
I did throw in an objection mainly from a personal selfish point of view. I was
under the impression that Simone wished to lengthen the 75 Baud contest only. I
enter that as that amount of time suits me admirably. However, as described above, I
don’t have an objection.
GB60ATG
Gordon G3PXT took on GB60ATG and being a local station, I had no problem
working him on all bands to gain my Bronze certificate No 1. I was very pleased with
that but with my antennas mostly at ground level, won’t be going much further!
Gordon used RTTY, FT8 and FT4 on all bands from 6m to 160m. He really had a ball
and cannot wait to do it all again. He managed 1050 QSOs in total, with 150 of those
on 6m and 34DXCC entities with only 100w.
You can glean more information, including the operator schedule if you take a
look at:
www.bartg.org.uk/wp/gb60atg-schedule/
If you wish to use the call for a week, there are lots of weeks available. The
schedule is managed by John, GW4SKA. Other data modes are being used, including
the JT modes. Logs have to be uploaded to Hamlogs.
There will be special QSL cards, certificates to be gained and so on.
Announcements will be made in various places, including here as the year progresses,
so please let me know what you achieve.
JT – News –Worked – FT4 Contest
Nick G4FAL, who is the RSGB Contest Committee Chairman, has put the following
on the UKContest reflector. This follows tests with FT4, which is more suitable for
contesting than the other JT modes, due to its fast turn-around time.
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RSGB HFCC did however carry out some quite extensive tests with the first
version earlier in the year and adopted the following strategy:
1.
For an initial FT4 contest series we will use the standard allocation of
frequencies for FT4 on 80m. FT4 is designed for contests; therefore any noncontesters on 80m during the initial contests should not be “put out” by having a
contest take place in this allocation. They may not even realise that it is a contest.
2.
Scoring will be based on total distance worked with an upper limit equivalent to
the longest distance achievable within the British Isles. Also we have included some
HQ station bonuses that will be worth obtaining. These two factors will make the
contests more strategic. If QSOs skip the first “locator” step, they will only score an
equivalent distance to that if the QSO is with both stations within the same grid
square.
3.
We want to have QSOs with non-contesters and therefore have adopted the
standard FT4 exchange and not one of the bespoke exchanges which would be alien
to other FT4 users. Each of the currently configured contest-specific exchanges was
considered to have drawbacks.
4.
WSJT-X does not appear to support dupe-checking, at least not in its “normal”
exchange configuration, and so competitive entrants who wish to search and pounce
will have to use a contest logging program such as N1MM+ to get that essential
functionality. If someone could put together some notes of how to achieve this they
would be very useful.
5.
The RSGB upload robot has been amended to accept ADIF files from WSJT-X,
making logging for the trial series extremely easy - albeit with dupe-checking being
less simple.
In the event of the series being successful, we will ask the WSJT-X development
team to incorporate contest functionality, including dupe-checking – with an
exchange which is consistent with the FT4 norm. Hopefully that can be implemented
before any subsequent contests.
It will be interesting to see how this mode behaves in a full-blown contest!
Gordon G3PXT in his usual “busy” mode sent the following for his FT4 activity:
FT4 with MSHV version 2.25 from LZ2HV & WSJT-X v2.1.0 from K1JT standard
freqs: 7.074, 10.142, 14.080,18.105, 50.318. FT4 is faster than FT8. It has a 7.5 sec TX
period
DX worked in August:
6m: DL, UK, HA
20m: 5B4AMX, OZ5BO, SV5, SU9JG, ES1QV, UA, VP8LP, F, SV, HA, 4X1QQ, I, GJ0KYZ,
ER1PB, PA, DU1IST, SP, KP4JRS, ZS6JES, YO7CVL, IS0DCR, OM, S5, 4S6NCH, SM, HB9,
UR, USA
40m: OH, F, SV, SP, YU1, HB9, UR
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Well that’s a list of the stations worked on FT4 for 17 days in August - a total of
165 QSOs - activity not as high yet on FT4 as FT8.
N1MM and FT4
Setting up N1MM with WSJT-X. Noting my comments about how FT4 mode is
recorded in N1MM. Please follow the attached:Open your log file in N1MM for all modes, not just RTTY.
Go to configurer, broadcast data. At the bottom you will see ‘WSJT and JTDX
connection settings’. Enable it.
Open WSJT-X. Go to settings, reporting, select ‘enable logged contact ADIF
broadcast’.
Close both programs then reopen them. Select PH as the mode in N1MM.
Now you will find that every WSJT contact you log will automatically get entered
into the N1MM log, with all the mode info (FT4, FT8 etc.), frequencies and reports.
You now have one log in one place for all modes, with all the correct data, and
can export it as adif.
If you get a com port conflict, turn the control port in N1MM off(in the config tab,
just turn the rig to None, save a close N1MM then restart N1MM) when you switch to
FT modes in WSJT-X
Incidentally you can import a cabrillo log to N1MM, not by ‘import’, but simply by
opening that log when starting N1MM."
(This info courtesy of John GW4SKA)
Automated Operation.
BARTG have banned ANY automatic operation when using GB60ATG. This applies
mainly to the robot mode in the JT modes of course. I totally support that view.
Otherwise the hobby could degenerate into a mass of robots working each other
with the “Master” occasionally calling into the shack to see what he has “worked” in
order to claim an award!
Interestingly, on this very point, Mike G3WPH sent the following:
The ARRL have recently made an interesting change to their DXCC rules, they have
added rule 6.a) which states: ‘Each contact claimed for DXCC credit must include
contemporaneous direct initiation by the operator on both sides of the contact.
Initiation of a contact may be locally or by remote’.
Whilst this rule applies to all modes its impact will most likely be more significant
for the data modes. For example with FT8 or FT4 there is no knowledge if the contact
was instigated at the remote end by an automated system or a human. It is not clear
how the rule can realistically be implemented by either the claimant or ARRL
themselves.
It does seem unusual to introduce a rule that cannot be implemented, perhaps
ARRL are using the DXCC program as a tool to prevent the increase in the use of
automated FT4/FT8 stations.
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So, it looks as though the ARRL have tried to counter this at an early stage. That
can only be good news. Quite how it would be proven in reality is another matter.
60M in New Zealand
From Mike, ZL2CC
Although the IARU approved amateur operation in the 60m band, the 60m band in
New Zealand is allocated to the military and the NZART have negotiated just a couple
of frequency allocations for our use as a 12 month trial that has now been extended
unto 24th January 2020.
The suggested bandplan is:
5362.05 kHz - 5362.75 kHz CW
5362.8 kHz - 5364.75 kHz digital modes (less than 100 Hz bandwidth)
5353 kHz SSB (USB)5362 kHz SSB (USB)
Maximum output is only 10dBW e.i.r.p.
This 10w will mean we are weak to anywhere outside Oceania.
Most ZLs are running 80m antennas via an ATU also; hence making the signals will be
even weaker.
With this low power, weak signal modes are best. Narrow band digi modes and CW
are the best bets.
Of the digi modes FT8 is the most popular with JT9, Dominex micro and PSK used but
as yet not popular. In NZ we are strictly limited. We CANNOT reply to anyone who is
using a wide band digi or is on another frequency.
Some ZLs are posting to the cluster stating that they are ‘TX on 5363 and RX on 5357’
or transmitting on 5363 with ‘ZLxxx RX5357’, but if the DX don’t read the post notes
they call on their 5357 and wonder why they can’t hear our calls to them. Split is the
answer!
There are a dozen or so ZLs just longing to work you, both digi and CW. But as AA0MZ
said “60 meters is the "Insomniac Band" for DXers. The main thing is, give it a go and
have fun on the 60m band. We are here waiting for you.
See you on the Green Keys!
Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
73 de Roger, G3LDI
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From: Ian Davies, G3KZR
Sunspots, CW, Datamodes and the state of Amateur Radio
I note that your recent editorial and G3SVL’s ruminations dwelt on the impact of
FT8 in the current amateur radio environment.
If we are indeed in for several low sunspot maxima, then the HF DXing part of the
hobby is in for a narrow and disappointing future as you surmise. At 83 years I reckon
I will be lucky to experience just one more!
As a CW and RTTY operator by and large, I had observed during this sunspot
decline that increasingly the stations from around the world on these two modes had
the same old familiar callsigns. It was getting pretty boring except during major
DXpeditions and some contests. As G3SVL stated, general CW activity had become
low and a G calling CQ would receive few replies. Additionally, I noted that most
stations I contacted expected only to exchange a 599 report and only sent their name
if I initiated the idea.
As a long time CW op, I have become aware that increasingly in pile ups I am
competing with machine generated and deciphered Morse. Indeed DXpeditioners
have been complaining that the pile ups have become cluttered with machine Morse
stations whose operators cannot read the code themselves and rely on the PC app to
do it. This results in a lot of wasted time re-sending until the station’s program
deciphers the report and the op then acknowledges.
Add the availability of software and computer log set messages, and CW itself had
already become semi-automated and the only skills left to be developed were digging
deep in marginal conditions when a CW reader could not cope. That remains a thrill
but, as licensing regulations around the world do not require knowledge of Morse,
newcomers to the bands are very unlikely to bother with the mode anyway. So in the
future I would hazard a guess that ‘raw’ CW will become a niche activity but may not
die because machine Morse will continue for contests and pile ups.
I explored FT8 out of curiosity, mainly to keep up with digital technology and
partially because general CW activity had become pretty boring. I very soon realised
that there was plenty of activity and a completely new set of stations was active and
keen to make QSOs. Despite the low SFI it became the norm to work several stations
in one session from, say, YB or PY during daily peaks when in the past I would have
only heard one or two of the same regular top stations. In addition semi DX locations
like HK0, ZD7, VP8 or PY0 were there to be worked.
Since that revelation in 2017, I found that by 2018 most expeditions were
featuring FT8. I also noted that many of the very well-known worldwide CW DXers
were participating in the fun.
FT8 has the advantage for lower gain stations of being a great equaliser; a caller
at -20db pops up on the screen as an equal to a big gun coming in at +10db in the list
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being presented. The station being called can pick at will. In addition the narrow
bandwidth with a wide reception window means that more stations can get a look in
without horrendous frequency spreads and the sensitivity allows through signals
which would otherwise be unreadable. Those with no foreign language or CW skills
have their problem resolved by means of the automated message system, so what’s
not to like for ‘little gun’ to have a go? Should DX be the preserve of the big station?
I suspect much of the lamentation comes from those who perceive themselves as
elite in whatever band or mode and now find, with FT8, that more can participate on
‘their’ bands or have caused the decline in use of their selected speciality. I happen to
have a pretty good RTTY DXCC score but can see that I am not going to go much
further as DXpeditions downplay that data mode in favour of FT8. I took a deep
breath and decided “So be it”, “Let’s get on with today’s new communications
technology. The fact that FT8 has superior weak signal capabilities and multiple call
handling is an advancement of radio techniques which should be applauded not
decried.
I think I should point out that FT8 operating does require skills in interpreting the
condition of the frequency spread so as to avoid being QRM’d by stations which may
be barely visible on the screen. Selection of the QSX can be critical but of course
having a superior signal counts in poor or cluttered conditions which encourages
improving station capability.
I must say that with only two DXCC entities missing, I find there is pleasure in
dishing out QSOs to stations in faraway places whose operators would not have had
much chance of even a G QSO on SSB, CW or RTTY. Now we have a new crop of
operators keen to work DX.
Although not usually a topic for CDXC, I have to mention the boost to the VHF
bands, particularly 2m, promoted by FT8. From Somerset I have worked more 500km
plus DX stations in the last eighteen months than I had over the previous 20 years!
Activity is up and weak signals more copyable than before plus the feature of sending
the report/completion multiple times without causing QRM on the DX station’s
frequency can cater for the long slow QSB cycles so common in weak tropo
conditions. I have had a final ‘73’ from some stations a couple of minutes after they
have moved on to other callers while the QSB has taken our signals below the
readable level and then come back up again.
FT8 has brought in significantly more stations to try longer distance QSOs and this
has really livened up the bands at the lowest ebb of the sunspot cycle. That is good
but I now wonder how we are going to cope with even a very modest next sunspot
peak when long DX is S9 on the bands again. Perhaps the experience of the few mega
Es transatlantic openings on 6m we have had when a second FT8 frequency became
established points the way. There will certainly be a squeeze on other modes to
move over a bit. This may cause friction.
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In a world of cheap telecoms, there is much less attraction in using amateur radio
channels for nattering. However, simple CW and SSB are very flexible modes for
experimental communications and basic equipment. As for the keen and nostalgic
legacy mode operators, I believe there will indeed have to be a sharpening of
thinking as to how these modes are promoted and used apart from the mega
contests: Technology moves on and FT8 represents that.
Now, how do we use FT4? Good for Es openings as well as contests and, oh, DX
pile ups too!
From: Michael Hodgkinson, G4HCC
Contesting from the Perspective of the Perpetual Search and Pounce Guy.
People talk about born again bikers, Guys that got a licence in the 1960s or 70s to
ride a modest motorbike but now can afford a sports bike and all the gear.
I guess that makes me a born again radio amateur. Over the last few years, I have
come back into the hobby and gained my DXCC - SSB and Mixed. The next target is
DXCC CW. Not remarkable by CDXC standards but an achievement I will be pleased
with.
Day to day radio and getting DX stations is fine. Yes you are fighting local noise
and poor operating practice but who would do it if it was easy. The guy at the local
Bureau de Change and me both wish that more people would use OQRS but if Green
Stamps are what they want that’s OK. It does have the upside that the girl at the local
Spar/Post office has gained a new interest in geography and I am adding to that
stamp collection I abandoned when I was 10.
Many of the more common entities will have been gained contesting because you
don’t need many rare DX stations to get DXCC. What you do need is stations that will
confirm. For me it is the entities nearby that are the problem. That DK or F station
calling CQ DX wouldn’t want to be bothered with me and I’m not going to call a
European station wanting DX.
The ragchew guys usually profess to keeping a paper log and their QRZ page often
has the dreaded NO NO NO in the section about QSL. So that makes contests a great
way to get the more common countries and slots.
Being what the Americans call a little pistol, just 100w and wire aerials, I’m not
the exception. I represent the majority of operators and the majority of operators
that take part in contests like CQWW and CQWPX. In fact the contests would be a bit
dull if it wasn’t for me and all the guys and gals like me. So I fire up the 590 and
SDRplay, put Log4OM into contest mode, make sure the WinKeyer is happy and away
we go. Even got my response to “NR?” programmed in. The standard of operating by
the powerful stations is quite amazing and the stats from CQ confirm that they
almost always get the callsign and number right. It is just a pity that the log is not
always uploaded to LoTW.
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It may seem like a waste of time if you are in a popular entity but can I give you
some observations from my experience. Two weeks after CQWPX CW I had 30%
confirmed and CQWW CW 2018 has netted 50% confirmed. I know from the CQ
report that almost all the stations I worked entered a log with CQ. Remember I am
working exclusively search and pounce so the stations I work are usually the big multi
-multis and people that take the contesting game very seriously.
As it stands I am well on the way to my DXCC CW but that does not include a
single UK entity. That’s not me getting at UK stations. I mainly operate on 20 and 40
so don’t hear the local stations. What I am saying is that because a station is in a
popular entity doesn’t mean it is not DX to someone. Wales is more of a problem to
me than Western Sahara.
So far I have ten new confirmed entities from WPX CW so even with the low
response rate it was well worth the effort. In the Asia Contest I worked nine stations
in Japan and got four confirmations but that’s OK because right now a slot is all i
need.
So to all the big guns out there, please remember the little guy. I will keep on
giving points in contests and at least put a check log in but please drop that log file on
LoTW. It only takes a minute and it could make a big difference to folk like me.

THE OLD TIMER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO WA6AUD AND VE1DX

Be Prepared!
One of the local QRPers came by the other day, this one with a look of concern on
his face and a lack of joy in his stride. "What's up?” we asked. The QRPer sat down
and started right off with his concerns. "Don't you remember back in August when
the gurus at the Jet Propulsion Lab and the folks at NASA discovered the first
sunspots on the new cycle?" We had to admit that there were reports on the packet
system that this had been said. And, we seemed to recall an ARRL DX Bulletin
mentioning these newly discovered sunspots. "Well", the QRPer replied, "the bands
have been pretty flat this fall and I just checked with Sunspot Louie. He tells me the
flux has been between 70 and 75 all fall and winter. Louie says he doesn't see any
indication there will be a significant increase in the sunspot count the rest of this
winter, either." The QRPer let out a long sigh and just stared at the floor. What could
we say? We were faced with the QRPer pointing out scientific evidence on the one
hand and the impeccable track record of Sunspot Louie on the other. The QRPer
looked at us, but his eyes were only semi-focused. It was clear he was fearing a
Maunder Minimum and terrified of mentioning it. And every true blue DXer knew the
mere fact of speaking of such heresy could bring one on.
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Son of a Gun! What could we do? We thought of taking the QRPer down to see
the Leader of the Palos Verdes Sundancers. If anyone knew about solar cycles and
bringing on the Great Days of DXing, it was the folks in the barrancas of Palos Verdes
country. However, we had second thoughts about taking this QRPer to the location
where sunspot cycles are born and raised to maturity. This QRPer did not have the
full grasp of DX IS! To allow one who did not have a grasp of the Mysteries of the
Ages or an understanding of the Eternal Enigmas, access to the Sundancers was not
something we were prepared to do.
So, when faced with a seemingly impossible situation as we often were with the
locals, we hauled the QRPer up the hill to the Old Timer. We diverted the QRPer off
to the Old Timer's mailbox to look for a shipment of bureau cards and quickly
explained the situation to him. The Old Timer thought for a moment and waited for
the QRPer to return. "No bureau cards today", he sputtered, "no mail at all." He sat
down and repeated his worries of the low solar flux to the Old Timer, who listened
with a poker face.
The Old Timer looked at the QRPer and said, "We are all waiting for the Golden
Days of DXing to return, right? And it's never clear when the previous cycle has ended
and the new one has begun until months afterwards, don't you agree?" The QRPer
stood up for a moment, as if to argue, then sat back down again. "Well", he replied,
"I've never been through a cycle minimum before, so I can't really say." The Old
Timer glared at the QRPer rather sternly, then softened his look a bit and simply said,
"DX IS! Be a Believer, and you will work the DX! You can't make DX or work the DX
that was, you can only work the DX that IS! The flux will rise again . . . and until it
does, work the low bands or look for the shorter openings and greyline paths. Stop
worrying about the numbers. Work the DX that IS!" The QRPer was not satisfied, "But
why all the excitement about a sunspot on the opposite side of the equator last
August? Why isn't Sunspot Louie reporting the flux in the 80-90 range instead of the
low 70's? Where's the DX?"
The Old Timer's look sharpened and he snapped back at the QRPer, "If you have
to keep asking these questions, it's clear you are not one of the Deserving. You've got
all the answers, yet none of the understanding. Only a DXer understands DXing and
only a DXer understands the true meaning of DX IS!" The QRPer had a quizzical look
on his face as the Old Timer concluded with, "Maybe, for you, The Great Days of
DXing will never return! You are not prepared and you are not a Believer!" And that
was it. He spun around in his chair, clicked on the rig and the linear and swung the
beam west. Within 5 minutes he was tapping out a three way QSO with DU9RG and
VS6BG on 17-metres! Son of a Gun! We hadn't worked Robin or Brett in over a year.
We wrote down 18.073 MHz and made off our shack in a hurry. The last we saw of
the QRPer he was still staring at the Old Timer, wondering why there was an opening
to the far east when the flux was 72! As the Hero of Mafeking always said: "Be
prepared!" Maybe this particular QRPer was only prepared to ask questions! DX IS!
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